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editorial

Dear Readers,
2012 was an eventful and successful year for all of us. In this connection I would like to
thank all our employees in Germany and in our subsidiaries abroad. I would also like to
thank our partners in Germany and all over the world – their commitment, their passion
for excellent technology and their professional consulting services have enabled us to
establish a close-meshed global network of highly qualified crane and systems
builders which will continue to grow in the coming years.
Our second Expert Technology Forum, held in September near Künzelsau, gave a good
idea of the many advantages offered by our network. In the persons of representatives
of 16 crane builders and over 50 participants a large proportion of German crane
building expertise was gathered at this meeting. One of the important points on the
agenda: the presentation of the new SC chain hoist. The SC will shortly be available in
Germany too and will amplify our range of chain hoists, in the standard capacity
range to begin with. The popular ST chain hoist will of course still be available for offstandard solutions. The second largest model, the ST 50, has just celebrated its anniversary: 10,000 units of the 5,000 kg chain hoist are now in use throughout the world.
We report on this and many other exciting projects from all over the world on the
following pages.
Hoping you will enjoy this Magazine,
Werner Wagner
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Developed by experts for experts

The new SC chain hoist is here!
STAHL CraneSystems has added a new model to its tried and tested chain hoist programme: the SC chain hoist.
This newly developed chain hoist supplements the legendary ST series in the standard range and is convincing
both in design and fittings. Our engineers, working in a team of experienced, practically orientated specialists,
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have developed in the SC a sophisticated chain hoist programme equal to the challenges the future will set.

The SC chain hoist is of modular design and plug-in components
mean it is ready for use in next to no time. The new series is
being introduced with three frame sizes, SC 02, 05 and 10, and
thus covers the S.W.L. range from 63 kg to 2,500 kg. Two further
frame sizes up to 3,200 kg and 5,000 kg S.W.L. are already at the
development stage. The chain hoists can be used as stationary
hoists with suspension hook, eye or rigid suspension. Mobile
chain hoists are equipped with field-proven push and electric
trolleys in various configurations.
The most important innovation is the patented 5-pocket chain
sprocket. An additional cog supports the vertical chain link and
provides extra positive locking between chain and chain
sprocket. This reduces wear and permits a higher load on the
chain without the high safety level being impaired. The chain
guide as a whole is manufactured of robust spheroidal graphite
cast iron.
A further highlight of the SC chain hoist is the arrangement of
brake, slipping clutch and motor on one axis. The slipping
clutch is not in the power flux during braking and thus has no
impact when the system has come to a standstill. In addition,
The facts

the SC offers a wider range of hoisting speeds, while the safe
working load has been increased by 25%.

 Chain hoist programme for the S.W.L.
range from 63 kg to 2,500 kg

The straight lines of the design of STAHL CraneSystems’ SC chain
hoist and its modular construction form the basis for purpose-

 Robust aluminium case

built and engineering solutions for individual customers and

 Short, compact construction designed

make access for maintenance and upgrading easier.

with straight lines
 All electrical components are plug-in
(standard hoist)
 Patented 5-pocket chain sprocket
(EP 2 047 141 B1)
 New design with direct acting load
limiting (slipping clutch)
 High standard classification to FEM
 Integrated hoist limit switch
 Extended temperature range from
– 20 °C to + 50 °C

High-tensile, powder-coated aluminium is used for the high quality
robust case. The chain hoist is equipped as standard with
hoist limit switches for top and bottom hook position. The electric
trolley is equipped as standard with frequency control.
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Conversion of the former research reactor in Braunschweig

Special requirements special solutions
Today only the recess in the ceiling indicates that the Federal Physico-Technical Institute’s (PTB) research and source reactor was installed in this room
up to 1995. Using highly enriched uranium as nuclear fuel it served as a source of neutrons for basic research in neutron and solid-state physics.
However measuring instruments also were calibrated on the reactor and new measuring processes for dosimetry developed. After the reactor had been
laboriously deconstructed and the building released from nuclear legislation supervision, in 2010 conversion into the central workshop for the PTB’s
scientific apparatus-building department began. Two new cranes were to be installed in the course of this conversion - individually adapted to the
prevailing conditions in the existing building. Crane builder SMI tech from Hannover and STAHL CraneSystems from Künzelsau accepted the challenge.

The 1,500 m² shop in the Luise Meitner Building resembles the
production shop of a common-or-garden mechanical engineering company: workbenches, lathes, CNC milling machines.
Perhaps it is a bit tidier here, perhaps work is rather more
concentrated.
At the PTB in Braunschweig, 700 scientists and engineers work
on new measuring procedures, they design test machines,
define standards. Scientific apparatus-building is an in-house
service department and is tasked with supporting researchers
with prototypes and test apparatus. Theory becomes practice
in this workshop.
A 26 m long suspension crane for transporting tools and
workpieces spans the whole width of the shop. No ordinary
crane: the extremely low headroom of the crane bridge,
suspended from four crane runways and with a safe working
load of 5,000 kg, was made possible in spite of the wide span of
26 m. Two joints in the crane bridge ensure good running
characteristics and prevent jamming when the crane travels.

2

3

Jens Panzner, STAHL CraneSystems’ sales engineer, explains:
“The design is a totally customised solution, due to the low
bearing capacity of the ceiling our partner SMI tech had to
spread the load over several crane runways. The result is a
smaller, lighter bridge which gives the operator additional
headroom. A further advantage of the suspension crane is that
no supports disrupt the production area.” Each of the four
suspension crane endcarriages is equipped with a travel drive,
ensuring that the crane will travel smoothly independent of the
position of the load.
The crane is controlled conveniently by radio. The control signals
to hoist and crane are transmitted without festoon cables or
energy chains. Instead, up to date radio signal transmission
with two receivers is used. A conductor line supplies power
along the crane bridge.
The floor above is given over to intensive research. Where 15
years ago the reactor emitted radioactivity, nowadays
scientists research laser measuring technology: the room is
used as a test laboratory for laser trackers – modern measuring
instruments which measure large components extremely
4

precisely with the aid of laser beams and can thus digitalise
them in three dimensions. In this laboratory too a suspension
crane from SMI tech is in use – another customised solution,
as STAHL CraneSystems had to adapt the travel units to be able
to utilise the existing crane runway. Skill and expertise were
required during erection too: as it is an enclosed space, the
crane had to be brought in dismantled, assembled on site and
then raised by auxiliary hoists. Now the suspension crane with
its SH 50 wire rope hoist assists researchers in moving test
set-ups. SMI tech supplied and installed a fixed maintenance
platform for annual inspections and an off-standard ladder with
fall arrester for safe access as off-standard equipment.
With the kind assistance of Jens Panzner, STAHL CraneSystems
and Carsten Feist, PTB Braunschweig

1 Thanks to the four-section suspension it was
possible to manufacture the 26 m long crane
bridge from sectional beams and ensure lower
headroom.
2 The suspension crane is used in the PTB’s
scientific apparatus-building department for
transporting heavy tools and machinery parts.
3 Crane technology for demanding crane
builders: STAHL CraneSystems supplied
suspension crane endcarriages, travel drives
and of course the wire rope hoist for this
customised crane.
4 The unusual shape of the room is owed to its
previous use as a reactor. Nowadays laser
trackers are tested and calibrated here.
A suspension crane from SMI tech travels on
the old crane runways.
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STAHL CraneSystems supplies crane technology for high tech wagon works

Belarus goes shopping
in Künzelsau
STAHL CraneSystems has supplied 71 hoists to Belarus for a new
wagon works. The Russian/Belarusian joint venture Osipovichi
Wagon Works is building a new factory for manufacturing and
overhauling tank and freight wagons. Around 1,500 new jobs are
to be created in the Mahiljou region.

Osipovichi Wagon Works has announced an initial production
output of up to 2,500 freight wagons and 2,000 tank containers
per year. Capacity could be increased to 3,500 freight wagons
at a later date. This output is intended to cover the rising
demand in the country and make expensive imports superfluous.
The company intends to export excess production to Russia,
other CIS states and the Baltic states. An up-to-date manufacturing concept will permit rapid model changes so that
production can react flexibly to demand.
A repair works for railway wagons has existed in Osipovichi since
1933. The existing shop has now been completely renovated,
in addition five ultra-modern shops for manufacturing freight
wagons and transport tanks are being built on the site.
In Autumn 2011 – when the structural steelwork was completed –
the Minsk company Autosbitzaptschast erected the first
cranes. The order comprised a total of 36 double girder
overhead travelling cranes, manufactured in part by South
German crane builders Innokran and Haslinger, STAHL
CraneSystems from Künzelsau supplied the complete crane
technology equipment consisting of 71 wire rope hoists, 88
crane endcarriages and the necessary controls. The double
girder overhead travelling cranes are each equipped with

Lithuania

Russia
Minsk
Osipovichi

Poland
Belarus

Ukraine

two wire rope hoists – an SH 60 with 16 t – 20 t S.W.L. and a fast
SH 40 auxiliary hoist with 5 t S.W.L.
Since the fall of the Soviet Union, Belarus has been independent,
however politically and economically it is still largely orientated
on its big neighbour Russia. Having a planned economy, the
state’s trade relations with Germany tend to be weak. Thus this
major order to German crane technology experts STAHL
CraneSystems must be ranked all the higher.
In the final analysis the determining factor was the technical
superiority of the hoists and the internationally recognised high
reliability of STAHL CraneSystems’ products. The Künzelsau
company won through against competitors from Turkey and
Russia.
Production of the first wagons started according to plan on
31.12.2011, however construction work on the other factory
buildings and workshops continues. Thanks to the fast growing
industrial and construction sectors, crane business too is
developing extremely well in Belarus. Further orders for
systems in the Brest, Minsk and Mogilev regions are planned
before the end of this year.
With the kind assistance of Dr. Rudolf Stephan, STAHL CraneSytems

In the final analysis the determining
factor was the technical superiority
of the hoists and the internationally
recognised high reliability of
STAHL CraneSystems’ products.
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Happy Birthday,
Hofratsmühle
The success story of STAHL CraneSystems hoists began with the new building in the Hofratsmühle area of Künzelsau. It was written by the committed staff
from Künzelsau and its surrounding area. Since 1962, the Hofratsmühle has stood for the development of wire rope hoists, chain hoists and crane components,
for pioneering inventions, intensive research and development, clever customised solutions and explosion-protected crane technology which is unique
in the world. None of this has changed to this day. On 29 September STAHL CraneSystems celebrated the factory’s 50th anniversary with a party for employees,
and in this way commemorated an important turning point in the company’s history, lasting 136 years to date.

An invitation was extended to active and retired staff, accompanied by their families. “It was important to us to host a staff
party that wasn’t off-the-peg, that suited our company and
our particular products”, says Heike Metzger, who as marketing
team manager had organised the party. Thus apart from the
marquee with beergarden benches there was a varied
programme similar to a funfair for all generations. Jugglers,
musicians and clowns, a photo wall and classic games such as
crate-stacking, goal wall shooting and throwing balls at stacks
of cans provided entertainment and ensured high spirits. The
youngest guests enjoyed the bouncy castle and face-painting.
The crane games were one of the day’s highlights. Here
employees and their families were able to demonstrate their
skill on different hoists. Next door, eight eleven-man teams
fought for the company’s champions’ cup on the 8 m long XXL
bar football table.
The official celebration in the evening was heralded by a
retrospective and outlook by Managing Directors Dr. Thomas
Peukert and Werner Wagner. International subsidiaries in
Dubai, India, USA, Singapore, Shanghai and France came on
the air on the big screen: they had sent video messages in
advance, congratulating their colleagues in Germany. A further
highlight of the evening were the awards for members of staff
who had belonged to the company for 25 or 40 years.

Experts in discussion
with experts
The second STAHL CraneSystems Expert Technology Forum was held in Flein
near Heilbronn from 15 – 17 October. 50 participants from all over Germany got
together – crane builders, design engineers, STAHL CraneSystems staff from
sales, R&D and marketing. The focus was on idea-sharing for crane building
experts and R&D staff.
Managing Directors Werner Wagner and Dr. Thomas Peukert provided insights
into the development of business and production. This was followed by short
talks by the Product Managers, giving information on the latest developments
in their respective departments. The subjects covered included the extended
range of manual chain hoists, improvements in the wire rope hoist field and
the presentation of the new SC chain hoist. Of particular interest was the talk
given by Hans-Joachim Ditze on crane building standard EN 13001,
introduced in September 2012, and the resulting principles for calculating
cranes. Marketing team manager Heike Metzger explained STAHL
CraneSystems’ partner-orientated marketing concept. Thanks to efficient
press relations and support with advertisments and image brochures, even
small crane builders with no marketing department of their own profit from
partnership with STAHL CraneSystems.
A further highlight was the certification of our new partner M+O Krantechnik
and the renewal of the partner certificates for Messrs. Haslinger, SMI tech,
Thofehrn, Meissner Krane and Kranservice Süd, as is required after three
STAHL CraneSystems’ wire rope hoist production took off at the
beginning of the Sixties with the new building in the

years.
As in the previous year, the Expert Technology Forum provided sufficient

Hofratsmühle. Werner Wagner sees one reason for the com-

opportunities for individual discussions – in the coffee breaks, during shared

pany’s lasting success in the high in-house production depth in

meals and on a trip to the Cycle and NSU Museum in neighbouring

the Hofratsmühle plant: “We produce all the important parts

Neckarsulm. “The experts’ network has grown closer again”, says Thomas

for our hoists ourselves on our up-to-date machines. Our staff’s

Kraus, Head of the STAHL CraneSystems Support Centers. “The crane

passion for perfect technology and our many years of experi-

builders have become better acquainted and compared notes on their strong

ence make our hoists so special.” To make sure this continues,

points. Collectively, we have achieved a great deal in the year gone by.

STAHL CraneSystems has invested in new machines in recent

We want to repeat this success in the coming year.”

years. Other production areas are to be modernised in the near
future – a clear commitment to the location. Werner Wagner is
pleased with the successful party: “STAHL CraneSystems has
an excellent position on the market. This would never have
been possible without our many committed employees – now
as in the past. This party is a great opportunity to say ‘Thank
you’ again.”
Second Expert Technology Forum
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INNOKRAN, one of STAHL CraneSystems’ partners, supplies a magnetic crane to a plate cutting plant

Magnetic quality
50 centimetres thick, up to 50 tonnes in weight: you have to be a real professional to regard these massive steel plates as sheet metal.
And that’s what Wolf +Hekel in Sersheim is: the company, founded in 1979, specialises in plate-cutting – and it’s not a problem if the
plates are a bit thicker than usual. Their customers are mechanical engineering companies and systems builders who need weights,
base-plates or flywheels for their systems. Cut steel from Sersheim is also used in bridge-building.

1

Wolf+Hekel opened its fourth production shop in 2012: plates

2

horizontally by 90° for storage and machining. In this he is

weighing up to 25 tonnes will soon be cut on the new flame-

assisted by a motorised, radio-controlled rotary hook. The

cutting machine. Two different bridge cranes are used for

second crane – a single-girder overhead travelling crane with

transporting the plates in the shop – planned, designed and

an SH wire rope hoist – is the “remover”. With a maximum

built by Pleidelsheim-based crane builder INNOKRAN.

working load of 12.5 tonnes it races along at 50 m/min as it lifts

The larger of the two cranes transports the uncut plates to the

the pre-cut small parts out of the cutting machine by magnet

cutting machine. This calls for heavy equipment: the double

and loads them onto waiting lorries or transport carts. A 3.2 t

girder overhead travelling crane is equipped with a powerful

slewing crane with an ST chain hoist for small parts and a

AS 7 wire rope hoist from STAHL CraneSystems. Its unusual

weather-proof 6.3 t overhead travelling crane with an SH wire

feature is a magnetic spreader beam with magnet control for

rope hoist for the outside storage area complete the system.

picking up the plates. The crane operator activates the three
magnets on the customised spreader beam by a switch on the

With the kind assistance of Christoph Fischer, INNOKRAN.

remote control, and takes up one of the plates. Each magnet
has a rating of 2.5 kilowatt and is backed up by batteries on the
crane bridge, permitting the load to be set down safely even
during a power cut.
As the plates are delivered at right angles to the shop through a
door at the side, the crane operator must rotate the plates

1 The double-girder overhead travelling crane with magnet control is used
for loading the cutting machine. The width of the magnetic spreader beam
can be adjusted by remote control, the hook can be rotated electrically.
2 The “remover” is equipped with an SH 60 wire rope hoist. With a maximum
hoisting speed of 6.3 m/min and a travelling speed of up to 50 m/min it is
perfectly adapted to the fast removal of the cut steel pieces.

No risk, no fun!
AMHS cycles through the South African
mountains for STAHL CraneSystems

Press

Review

“The containers with the excavated earth can
be loaded onto lorries quickly and accurately
with the frequency-controlled ASF 7 wire rope
hoists.”
Issue 9/2012, Article ‘Flexible alternative
usage possible – customised cranes for Metro
construction in Amsterdam’.

It’s one of the most spectacular mountain bike races in South Africa: the Trans Baviaans.
A challenging route through spectacular scenery, imposing mountains and the beautiful Baviaanskloof Wilderness. Our South African sales partner AMHS (African Materials Handling Solutions)
entered a four-man team for STAHL CraneSystems.
Maximum duration of the race: 24 hours. Distance: 230 kilometres. Requirement: each team must

“Great expertise is in demand when

start off together and cross the finishing line together. A demanding route leads across the

specific problems need to be solved. For

Baviaan Mountains from the starting point in Willowmore to the finishing point in Jeffreys Bay.

example, crane systems from the

Team and fighting spirit are essential on steep ascents and sections of the route above 1000 m

specialist Stahl are used both in India

in altitude. As the race continues through the night, parts of the route have to be traversed in the

and in Amsterdam.”

dark, using lights. The first team reached the home stretch after around 9 hours. The STAHL

Issue 9/2012, Article ‘India or Amsterdam:

CraneSystems team was set back by a mechanical problem with one of the cycles and reached

Stahl has a suitable system’.

the finishing point after 17:11.34 hours. The rules of the race prohibit changing cycles, meaning
that one of the contestants had to cycle 90 kilometres in one gear until he was able to replace it
at the next checkpoint.
Many thanks to Nicolas Kritzinger, Alan Wait, Andre Rossouw and Daniel Louw for this brilliant
effort in the name of STAHL CraneSystems!
“The crane technology company STAHL
AMHS was founded in 2009. The 6-strong team sells STAHL CraneSystems products to South African

CraneSystems acted as matchmaker for a

crane builders and end customers from its head office in Johannesburg. AMHS serves sectors

highly demanding crane building project

including petrochemicals, industry and production, systems builders and mines. AMHS covers the

in far-away Cameroon. It brought two of

whole country with the aid of a network of partners in all major economic centres.

its customers up to the table and supplied

With the kind assistance of Steven Claase, AMHS

the hoists and wheel blocks required for
building a large portal crane for the
barrage of a hydroelectric power station.”
Issue 9/2012, Article ‘A crane for
Cameroon’.
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A successful partnership in Hong Kong
Hundreds of cranes
relies on STAHL CraneSystems
using crane technology
from Künzelsau

Measured by the number of its inhabitants, Hong Kong is China’s

The recently built transformer substations in the emerging urban district of Kai Tak were

third largest metropole region and one of the most densely

also built by the successful, well-established partnership with JEC for Hong Kong

populated regions in the world. Hong Kong is economic capital,

Government sectors. In transformer substations cranes are needed to transport and

industrial base and home to over 7 million people.

position the heavy transformers. A particular difficulty in this case was the low

Supplying inhabitants and factories with electricity is the busi-

headroom of the buildings. JEC’s designers had only little room to play with between

ness of CLP Power Hong Kong – the largest electricity supplier

the required maximum lifting height and the space available above the hoists. STAHL

in this region. CLP manages a power network extending over

CraneSystems’ endcarriages provided the solution here. They permit the crane bridges

approx. 14,000 km, feeding 13,650 transformer substations. The

to be mounted at the sides so that JEC was able to save headroom and meet the

Jardine Engineering Corporation, Limited (JEC) has been supply-

customer’s specifications.

ing cranes for CLP since the 1990s. JEC is one of the largest and

The fundamental requirement for the technology was reliability.

most professional crane and systems builders in Hong Kong and

The crane system had to be erected and commissioned in a narrow time slot between the

has been STAHL CraneSystems’ crane building partner for this

completion of the building and the delivery of the transformers. This necessitated

region since 1984. Thus hundreds of hoists and crane components

thorough preparation and sophisticated technology. For the cranes were indispensable

from the Künzelsau crane technology specialist, covering the

in the critical phase of the project – the installation of the transformers. The electrical

wide range of 250 kg to 130 t, serve various markets including

and associated components from Künzelsau had been pre-installed and tested before

transformer substations in Hong Kong.

delivery and thus facilitated this work for JEC’s team, as did the fully labelled plug-in
power and control connections. In addition to the crane endcarriages, STAHL
CraneSystems supplied two 8 t wire rope hoists on double rail crabs, three chain hoists
on monorail trolleys and the corresponding controls.
Even after commissioning the transformer substation, crane and hoists have to be ready

China

for use at all times: if there is a breakdown, and during regular maintenance, it is
important for the downtimes to be as short as possible. Electricity supplier CLP knows
from many years of experience that it can rely on the crane technology employed in its

Hong Kong

substations: by now many cranes with STAHL CraneSystems technology are in use in
its plants. For a long time now JEC has had the reputation in Hong Kong of being a

Kai Tak

first-class crane builder. Its partnership with the German premium crane technology
manufacturer and the reliance placed on it by major companies such as CLP and the
Hong Kong Government substantiate this high reputation.
With the kind assistance of Simon Chan, STAHL CraneSystems (Singapore)

ST 50 chain hoist

10,000 x

satisfied customers

The 10,000th ST 50 chain hoist departed the Künzelsau plant on 14 September 2012.
The second-largest chain hoist in the popular ST range lifts loads of up to 5,000 kg.
It thus operates in a load capacity range which is usually reserved for wire rope hoists.
The chain hoist, serial number 37-10000, was airfreighted to our Chinese subsidiary in
Shanghai.

In 2003, STAHL CraneSystems developed the explosion-protected

The first chain hoist in this range – at that time its type designation was ST 5000 – was
supplied in January 1999. The ST’s compact construction and alternative methods

range ST 50 ex on the basis of the ST 50, also extremely success-

of suspension made it popular both in crane and systems building. The model is also

ful with its ATEX and IECEx approval. The largest chain hoist in

distinguished by its high power density and exceptional reliability. Naturally the

the ST range is the ST 60, a further development of the ST 50. On

favourable price-performance ratio contributed to the ST 50’s success: this chain

the market since 2005, the ST 60 with 6,300 kg safe working load

hoist frequently offers a cost-effective alternative to a wire rope hoist.

defines the upper load limit of STAHL CraneSystems’ huge
range of chain hoists.

Even when it was first introduced, the ST 50 was technically highly mature: it has been

With the kind assistance of Günther Schneider and Gerrit Buck,
STAHL CraneSystems, and Jürgen Klemke, STAHL CraneSystems (Shanghai)

produced to this day without any major modifications. Over the years many variants
have been added, resulting by now in a unique product range. A modular system,
permitting it to be adapted exactly to customers’ requirements and to produce
numerous off-standard solutions, forms the base. STAHL CraneSystems’ chain hoist

1 The 10,000th ST 50 chain hoist left the Künzelsau plant on 14 September 2012
and was delivered to our Shanghai subsidiary.
2 Customised solution consisting of four coupled ST 50: STAHL CraneSystems
developed this hoist with 30,000 kg S.W.L. and extremely short approach
dimensions for a nickel mine in New Caledonia.
3 This off-standard hoist in a chemical plant comprises an STD 50 dual chain
hoist with two synchronous hook lead-offs and an ST 20 as auxiliary hoist.
Naturally the STD dual chain hoist too is based on the field-proven
modular system of chain hoists.

range covers the S.W.L. range from 125 – 6,3000 kg and thus offers the largest
complete range of chain hoists in the world.
Off-standard hoists with 20,000 kg and 30,000 kg S.W.L. are made possible by coupling
several hoists. They are designed for specific orders and are suitable for applications
where the customer requires a high safe working load in conjunction with small
dimensions and short approach dimensions.

1

2

3
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Certifying a new partner in South Germany:

Weingärtner Cranes &Solutions

The Weingärtner group has made its name in the past 15 years as a specialist for crane service, maintenance, conversions and repairs.
Now Managing Director Martin Weingärtner has expanded the range of products: as of this year the company has been operating as a
crane manufacturer – with great success.

“The portfolio of services we offer, namely electro-mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering and automation, paired with
our experience in servicing crane systems and hoists,
encouraged us to chance this step. You see, every day we are
in action in industry, where this type of system is in use and is
necessary”, is how Martin Weingärtner explains this decision.
There were several hurdles to clear before Weingärtner
Cranes&Solutions was allowed to build its first crane. A suitable building was found in the vicinity of the company’s
headquarters in Geroldsau near Baden-Baden. Approval tests
and certifications for building crane systems made demanding
in-house preparations and project planning necessary. Now
that crane building certification has been granted, the company
is certified in current EU welding standards in compliance with
DIN 1090-2 (EXC1-EXC3). Weingärtner also possesses class
“B” and “E” welding certificates complying with DIN 18800-7

1

part 7, which are occasionally still demanded.
A dedicated team of crane building specialists, comprising existing staff and new employees with experience in the industry,
was established in the group. Peter Rottschäfer, Head of Sales,
is proud of the department’s initial successes: “We will support
this new sector professionally with marketing campaigns and
systematic customer acquisition. Our first step was to create a
distinctive brand image that will be seen on every crane system
and hoist ‘Made by Weingärtner’ in the future.” In addition to
the new logo, Weingärtner will in future add the “Powered by
STAHL CraneSystems” logo: the company was certified as
“Partner of STAHL CraneSystems” in October 2012. We extend
a warm welcome to the team of crane building experts!
2

1 Premiere! The first three crane systems from Weingärtner
Cranes &Solutions.
2 Werner Wagner, Managing Director of STAHL CraneSystems and
Martin Weingärtner, Managing Director of the Weingärtner Group,
on the occasion of presenting the partner certificate in Künzelsau.
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CIPTC 2012

China International Petroleum
Technology Conference and
Exhibition 2012, Beijing
14 – 16 November 2012

AGT

AUSTRALIAN GAS TECHNOLOGY
Exhibition & Conference
25 – 27 July 2012

ANKIROS 2012

11th International Iron-Steel &
Foundry Technology, Machinery
and Products Trade Fair, Istanbul
13 – 16 September 2012

Customer event:
»Oktoberfest« in Shanghai
14 September 2012

NOGTech

Nigeria Oil & Gas Technology
Exhibition 2012

ADIPEC
Dubai

19. Feria International
de Bogotá
1 – 5 October 2012

11 – 14 November 2012

26 – 28 June 2012

STIM 10

Saudi Arabien
11 – 14 November 2012

New Zealand
Oil & Gas Exhibition
& Conference 2012
8 – 9 August 2012

AMTS 2012

Shanghai International Automotive
Manufacturing Technology & Material Show
22 – 24 August 2012

Sistep Midest
Casablanca

19 – 22 September 2012
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The SC chain hoist
No. of pages: 18
DE
EN
ZH

The ST chain hoist
No. of pages: 28
DE
EN
ES
FR
NL
ZH

The SH wire rope hoist
No. of pages: 24
DE
EN
ES
FR
NL
ZH

The AS7 wire rope hoist
No. of pages: 24
DE
EN
ES
FR
NL
ZH

The crane components
No. of pages: 24 Seiten
DE
EN

The CraneKit for crane builders
No. of pages: 18
DE
EN
ES
FR
NL

Expertise in explosion protection
No. of pages: 18
DE
EN
ES
FR
NL
ZH

The LNG engineering solution
No. of pages: 8
DE
EN
ES
FR
NL

The SW winch
No. of pages: 10
DE
EN
FR
NL

ES
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